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            Bath Blue-Copper Raku Brush On Glaze BP6R
            
                Fired up to 1000°C, cool to 750°C, remove from kiln. Put ion combustable such as sawdust. Allow to cool. Wash in water to encourage crazing

Raku Firing Tips

Raku glazes should be fired up to 1000°C in either an electric or gas kiln. They they should be allowed to cool in the kiln to 750°C. While still red hot they should be transferred as quickly as possible into a reduction bin...             
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            Bristol Blue Raku Brush On Glaze BP11R
            
                Fired up to 1000°C, cool to 750°C, remove from kiln. Put ion combustable such as sawdust. Allow to cool. Wash in water to encourage crazing

Raku Firing Tips

Raku glazes should be fired up to 1000°C in either an electric or gas kiln. They they should be allowed to cool in the kiln to 750°C. While still red hot they should be transferred as quickly as possible into a reduction bin...             
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            Bruton Blue Transparent Raku Brush On Glaze BP3R
            
                Bath Potters BPS Bruton Blue Raku Brush On Glaze BP3R
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            Butcombe Black Raku Brush On Glaze BP15R
            
                Fired up to 1000°C, cool to 750°C, remove from kiln. Put ion combustable such as sawdust. Allow to cool. Wash in water to encourage crazing

Raku Firing Tips

Raku glazes should be fired up to 1000°C in either an electric or gas kiln. They they should be allowed to cool in the kiln to 750°C. While still red hot they should be transferred as quickly as possible into a reduction bin...             
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            Crystal Clear Crackle Raku Brush On Glaze BP7R
            
                Fired up to 1000°C, cool to 750°C, remove from kiln. Put ion combustable such as sawdust. Allow to cool. Wash in water to encourage crazing

Raku Firing Tips

Raku glazes should be fired up to 1000°C in either an electric or gas kiln. They they should be allowed to cool in the kiln to 750°C. While still red hot they should be transferred as quickly as possible into a reduction bin...             
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            Glastonbury Green Raku Brush On Glaze BP12R
            
                Bath Potters Green Raku glaze
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            Oakhill Orange Raku Brush On Glaze BP9R
            
                Fired up to 1000°C, cool to 750°C, remove from kiln. Put ion combustable such as sawdust. Allow to cool. Wash in water to encourage crazing

Raku Firing Tips

Raku glazes should be fired up to 1000°C in either an electric or gas kiln. They they should be allowed to cool in the kiln to 750°C. While still red hot they should be transferred as quickly as possible into a reduction bin...             
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            Priddy Pink Raku Brush On Glaze BP13R
            
                Fired up to 1000°C, cool to 750°C, remove from kiln. Put ion combustable such as sawdust. Allow to cool. Wash in water to encourage crazing

Raku Firing Tips

Raku glazes should be fired up to 1000°C in either an electric or gas kiln. They they should be allowed to cool in the kiln to 750°C. While still red hot they should be transferred as quickly as possible into a reduction bin...             
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            Radstock Red Raku Brush On Glaze BP8R
            
                Fired up to 1000°C, cool to 750°C, remove from kiln. Put ion combustable such as sawdust. Allow to cool. Wash in water to encourage crazing

Raku Firing Tips

Raku glazes should be fired up to 1000°C in either an electric or gas kiln. They they should be allowed to cool in the kiln to 750°C. While still red hot they should be transferred as quickly as possible into a reduction bin...             
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            Somerset Scarlet Raku Brush On Glaze BP14R
            
                Fired up to 1000°C, cool to 750°C, remove from kiln. Put ion combustable such as sawdust. Allow to cool. Wash in water to encourage crazing

Raku Firing Tips

Raku glazes should be fired up to 1000°C in either an electric or gas kiln. They they should be allowed to cool in the kiln to 750°C. While still red hot they should be transferred as quickly as possible into a reduction bin...             
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            Taunton Turquoise-Copper Raku Brush On Glaze BP2R
            
                Bath Potters Taunton Turquoise/Copper Raku Brush On Glaze BP2R
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            Transparent Raku Brush On Glaze BP1R
            
                Bath Potters Transparent Raku Brush On Glaze BP1R
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            Wellow Yellow Raku Brush On Glaze BP10R
            
                Fired up to 1000°C, cool to 750°C, remove from kiln. Put ion combustable such as sawdust. Allow to cool. Wash in water to encourage crazing

Raku Firing Tips

Raku glazes should be fired up to 1000°C in either an electric or gas kiln. They they should be allowed to cool in the kiln to 750°C. While still red hot they should be transferred as quickly as possible into a reduction bin...             
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            BPS Badger Island Black Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP43SB
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Bahamas Blue Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP45SB
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Bali Blue Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP49SB
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Black Brown Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP1SB
            
                Satin Matt

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Blue Grey Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP5SB
            
                Satin

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Blue Transparent Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP2SB
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Borneo Blue Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP44SB
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Celadon Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP31SB
            
                Satin

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Dark Blue Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP3SB
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Dry Dark Brown Matt Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP32SB DISCONTINUED
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Green Brown Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP8SB
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Varies from a darker brown treacle, to green. Please note the green/brown colour can vary depending on clay body

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes...             
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            BPS Green Opaque Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP9SB
            
                Satin

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Green Transparent Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP23SB
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C



Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Honey Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP11SB
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Java Orange Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP50SB
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Lavender Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP24SB
            
                Matt

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades by...             
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            BPS Light Blue Matt Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP4SB
            
                Matt

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades by...             
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            BPS Light Oatmeal Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP14SB
            
                Satin

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Lord Howe Lilac Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP53SB
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Mottled Ochre Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP36SB
            
                Satin

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Oatmeal Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP15SB
            
                Satin

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Oil Spot Brown Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP25SB
            
                Satin

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Orange Red Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP16SB
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Orkney Orange Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP51SB
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Rhode Island Red Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP41SB
            
                BPS Rohde Island Red Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP41SB
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            BPS Robben Island Red Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP52SB
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Russet Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP27SB
            
                Satin

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Satin White Opaque Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP21SB
            
                Satin Matt

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Semi Transparent Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP17SB
            
                Satin

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Shino Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP28SB
            
                Satin

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS St Lucia Lemon Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP42SB
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Stony Blue Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP33SB
            
                Very Matt

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Stony Grey Green Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP34SB
            
                Very Matt

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Stony Speckled Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP35SB
            
                Very Matt

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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            BPS Tenmoku Stoneware Brush On Glaze BP18SB
            
                Shiny

Firing Range 1250°C - 1280°C

Supplied in liquid brush on form. Stir glaze thoroughly as glaze may settle. Brush glaze using a flat well loaded brush, apply 2 to 3 even coats of glaze in different directions, one after the other.  

Our popular range of brush on glazes were developed by Mike Bailey, a co-founder of Bath Potters, and have been tried and tested over four decades...             
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Unit 18, Fourth Avenue

Westfield Trading Estate, Radstock, Nr Bath
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                        Monday to Friday
9am - 4pm

                    

                

                 

                
                    
    Stay in touch

    Inspiration, new arrivals and the latest offers to your inbox...
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